Turnaround
Maintenance Events
When every day of non-production
can cost you in excess of a million dollars,
there’s no room for error.
We Eliminate Costly Delays
www.tiwsteelplatework.ca

Preparing for Lifting of New Regenerator Head
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When every day of nonproduction can cost you in
excess of a million dollars,
there’s no room for error.
You need expert project management with
comprehensive experience in turnaround
maintenance to plan and execute your project
on time and on budget.

F

or more than 100 years, TIW has served the industry’s top
refineries, guiding them through the planning, execution and
turnover of major projects and turnarounds. Safety and quality
are core values built into every task, with customized plans
developed for every job site. Our experienced Project
Managers plan every step of the project in detail while utilizing
the scheduling tools in the industry to plan our work. Our site
supervisors ensure our skilled workforce completes every task
with precise attention to detail. From the shop to the field, we
coordinate the people and resources to get the job done right
and exceed your highest expectations.

Assembly of New Reactor
and Regenerator Heads
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We believe that every job-related
accident and occupational injury is
preventable and dedicate ourselves to
ensuring each and every worker goes
home safely at the end of the day.

E

ach employee is accountable for their personal safety and the safety of
those around them on every job, 365 days a year. Every time we plan a
project, pick up a tool or turn on a piece of equipment, we consciously
practice safety. Each small action we take contributes to the overall safety
of our workforce.
At TIW, safety, quality and productivity go hand-in-hand; we’ve proven that
as our health and safety practices improve, so do results. From analyzing
workplace hazards in order to create a customized safety plan for every
job, conducting ongoing training and giving employees, partners and
subcontractors stop work authority, we foster an exceptional safety culture.
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Installing New Regenerator
Head over Internals

SafeLift
Demolition
of Cyclones
of
a Reactor
for Assembly
Head

Removal of Existing Reactor Head

Our culture explicitly reinforces
the need to build safety
into everything we do.

B

eyond adhering to government safety regulations and industry
standards, everyone from the president to our employees and the certified
tradespeople we hire commits to communicating proactively and taking
every precaution to ensure their own and others’ safety.

New Regenerator
Head
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Construction of New Reactor and
Regenerator Heads and Cyclone Assemblies

B
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y providing turnkey solutions, we eliminate costly delays, service duplication and
communication problems that can happen when clients attempt to manage multiple
contractors. TIW is well-known for its ability to effectively manage large turnaround
maintenance projects of any size and scale, on time and on budget. In fact, we often
reach the sign-off stage before the projected deadline, saving our clients millions.

New Reactor Head
and Cyclone Assembly

New Reactor Head

Replacing the Bottom
of the Reactor Stripper

W

ith more than a century of experience in tank construction and
maintenance, we’ve developed solid relationships with trades unions
across North America, allowing us to directly hire and train local, certified
tradespeople and field personnel – another way we save overhead costs
while providing value to our clients.
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Erecting New Regenerator Plenum Head

Our experienced project
managers plan every step
of the project and use the
best tools in the industry
to schedule our work.

O
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ver the past century, we’ve assembled a team
of highly qualified specialists that have perfected
the art of field execution and transformed TIW
into a leader in turnaround and maintenance
services. Our certified welders, boilermakers,
mechanics, and other tradespeople as well as our
supervisors, engineers, operators, technicians and
mechanical personnel take pride in making your
project a success from day one.

Preparing Hoarding to cover Reactor
Head and Cyclone Assembly

New Regenerator Plenum Lift

L

arge turnaround maintenance projects depend on sound planning and scheduling for successful execution.
From pinpointing material and production costs to efficiently scheduling the resources, every detail has to be
carefully organized to avoid conflicts, cost overruns and rework.
Using industry standard scheduling software Primavera, we schedule every task, from preparation activities to
quality control inspections. This critical tool enables us to track the progress of every project, identify potential
issues or concerns and effectively forecast and plan for remaining activities.

Heat Exchanger Bundle being
taken to the Cleaning Pad

Replacement Convection
Section of a Crude Heater
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Replacement Top Section
of Stripper Tower

W

ith a comprehensive organizational structure,
our field teams can rely on readily available in-house
support for all aspects of a project including:
Engineering, Drafting, Fabrication, Safety, and Quality.
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Heater Tube Replacement

FCCU Heads Off Pre-Turnaround New
Reactor Head & Cyclone Assembly

Erection of Flare Stack at Grade

Hoisting New Section of FCCU,
Reactor Head and Cyclone Assembly
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We learn something new on
every job we complete, and we
harness those lessons by
incorporating them into
the next project.
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Regenerator Cyclone Assembly

We don’t believe in bad luck, we plan around it.
The success of a turnaround depends on how effectively it’s
managed, from the planning stage to the final turnover.

Removal of Old Regenerator Head

TIW’s

highly qualified and
experienced project managers
and schedulers bring decades
of practical field experience.
From managing multiple
subcontractors to finding
creative solutions in complex
environments, our leadership
will always maintain the critical
path of the turnaround
schedule.
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With decades of experience in the petrochemical
industry, TIW has proven to be a leader in the
turnaround maintenance of all tankage, process
vessels and related equipment.
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Give us a call today to discuss your next project with
one of our specialists. We would be pleased to assist
you with your needs and thank you for your
interest in our company.
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200,000 Square Foot Covered Material Processing Plant

23 Smith Street, L2P 3J7
St. Catharines, ON, Canada
TEL: (905) 684-9421
FAX: (905) 684-7310
With decades of experience in the petrochemical industry, TIW has proven to be a leader in the
turnaround maintenance of all tankage, process vessels and related equipment.
Give us a call today to speak with one of our specialists.

1-888-853-4347

www.tiwsteelplatework.ca

